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(a) HYACINTH POUF
Beautiful as a coffee table and sturdy enough to 
serve as extra seating, our hand made Hyacinth 
Pouf is a bohemian delight. Woven of premium 
water hyacinth and sea grass on a durable 
base, pouf is a versatile addition to the home, 
office, or a protected outdoor area. Measures 
approximately 29" in diameter by 15" tall. 

#26546 | $498

(c) DOGGY PORTRAIT 
PILLOW
Say cheese! Pausing just long enough to capture 
their personalities, our Doggy Portrait Pillow is 
crafted with wool embroidery on a cotton cover. 
Finished with a pink mini pom trim and a sky  
blue reverse, pillow measures approximately  
16" x 24". Arrives adorned with a fluffy signature  
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#26511 | $144

(b) MOSAIC PEACE SIGN
Artisan crafted of light catching glass in a 
myriad of colors, our Mosaic Peace Sign brings 
tranquility to the home. Easily hung from a 
keyhole cutout in the back, Mosaic Peace Sign 
has a sturdy wood base, measures approximately 
9" in diameter, and arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26585 | $234

Every gift is beautifully wrapped. 
Never an extra charge.

Summer's gifts bring warmth and joy to all. 

Our sunniest days are ahead. 

(a)

(b) (c)
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(d) BOTANICAL VELVET THROW
Snuggle up in style with our Botanical Velvet Throw. Richly textured velvet 
boasts a vibrant floral pattern for an accent that’s beautiful and welcoming. 
Woven of 100% cotton velvet in elegant emerald green and embellished 
with colorful poms and tassels, throw measures approximately 44" x 60" 
and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21189 | $298

(a) SUMMER SUN PUZZLE & SNACKS 
TOTE
Sunny vibes and plenty of snacks bring cheer to all. Coming together in 
1000 pieces, our vibrant Summer Sun Puzzle is paired with flavored olives, 
assorted jelly beans, pretzels, trail mix, dill mustard, and sun-popped 
popcorn. All arrive packaged together in a signature Olive & Cocoa® canvas 
tote with ribbon.

#26568 | $104

(b) OLIVIA FLEUR
Sensational blooms in shades of ripe berry and buttery yellow are sure to 
steal the show. Accented with pods and textural foliage and arranged in a 
white washed wood box, Olivia Fleur measures approximately 7" x 7" x 6" to 
top of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam; 
CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#26579 | $118

(c) KEY LARGO SUN HAT
Woven of premium straw with concentric patterns, our Key Largo 
Sun Hat has a shapeable brim to fit her own style. Complete with an 
adjustable interior sweatband, women's one size fits most hat measures 
approximately 24" in diameter at its widest point. Arrives adorned with a 
fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#26479 | $88

(e) SUN KISSED SPA CRATE
The serenity of a sun kissed afternoon is found in our uplifting spa crate.  
A refreshing bath bomb, sunny bar soap, charcoal face mask, weighted 
eye mask, sun kissed candle, and 2 old fashioned lollipops all arrive gift 
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26561 | $134

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)
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item in image smaller than actual size

(f ) SUMMER CANDLE SET
The warm, inviting fragrances of summer are captured in our exclusive 
candle. Including a box of long matches with the image of a classic 
Adirondack chair, our Summer Candle imparts the uplifting aroma of citrus 
with a hint of the great outdoors. Candle measures approximately 3" in 
diameter by 3" tall and the set arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#21198 | candle & matches | $64

(a) HAPPY SUMMER COOKIE CRATE
Start the sunniest season with a little sweetness! A scrumptious addition to 
any gathering, our Happy Summer Cookies are whimsically decorated with 
delicious frosting in a variety of cool designs. Seven big, buttery, and crispy 
cookies arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26583 | crate of 7 cookies | $74

(b) COOL LEMON SHORT PAJAMAS
Sunny lemons on a cool blue background add zest to her sleepwear. 
Woven of 100% cotton with contrasting white piping, our Cool Lemon Short 
Pajamas have a short sleeve button front shirt and shorts with an elastic 
drawstring waistband. Available in women’s sizes small, medium, large, 
and extra large, pajamas arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#26586 | small | $248

#26587 | medium | $248

#26588 | large | $248

#26589 | extra large | $248

(d) SUNNY LEMON PERSONALIZED 
TRAY
When life gives you lemons, serve lemonade! Hand crafted in the USA, 
tray features a crop of vibrant lemons personalized with the name of your 
choice. Measuring approximately 17" square, tray arrives adorned with a 
fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Custom tray takes approximately  
10 business days to create. Free personalization.

#26560 | $178

(c) TURQUOISE & PEARL WRAP 
NECKLACE
Wrapped, layered, or worn long, this versatile turquoise and pearl necklace 
strikes the perfect balance between polished and casual. Measuring a 
generous 65" long, clasp-free infinity necklace features a strand of hand 
cut turquoise heishi beads punctuated by 17 baroque freshwater pearls. 
Necklace arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#16385 | $134

(e) LEMON QUARTZ TEARDROP 
EARRINGS
Petite and perfect for everyday wear, our Lemon Quartz Teardrop Earrings 
bring fresh color to her wardrobe. Hand crafted in Park City, Utah, earrings 
feature faceted quartz stones dangling from gold filled rings with a lever 
back closure. Earrings hang approximately 1" long and arrive gift wrapped 
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26540 | $98

enlarged to show detail

(f )

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

“Share 
bright

sunny citrus
all summer

long.”
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(d) ZEBRA MIRANDA PILLOW
Most zebras would like to blend in with the scenery, but this one is proud 
to stand out! Our Zebra Miranda Pillow has an embroidered wool design on 
a luxe cotton velvet cover, finished with a bright red trim. Pillow measures 
approximately 18" square and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature  
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#21187 | $118

(c) ZEBRA SUCCULENT PLANTER
What’s black and white and green on top? Our Zebra Succulent Planter! 
Adorably shaped in the likeness of a zebra, our ceramic potager is expertly 
planted with a stunning variety of hardy, easy to care for succulents. 
Planter measures approximately 9" x 5" x 9" and requires 2nd day shipping.

#21284 | $124

(a) PARTY ZEBRA SHORT PAJAMAS
Zebras with bottles of bubbly raise a toast in front of a striped mint green 
background. Our Party Zebra Short Pajamas are woven of soft cotton with a 
long sleeve button front top and comfortable elastic drawstring waistband 
shorts. Available in women’s sizes small, medium, and large, pajamas 
arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21272 | small | $148

#21273 | medium | $148

#21274 | large | $148
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(f ) ZEBRA PLATES & TRAY
Serve hors d'oeuvres in style with a dazzle of zebras. Crafted of ceramic 
patterned with textured zebras, set includes 4 plates and a matching 
serving tray. Plates each measure approximately 6" in diameter, tray 
measures 4 ½" x 9 ½", and all arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26510 | 4 plates & tray | $104

(e) HAZEL RAE
Warming any space with the sunlit hues of daybreak, Hazel Rae emits 
an aura of hope and peace. A lone protea is surrounded by thistles and 
arboreal accents, expertly arranged in a dark stained wood box. Hazel Rae 
measures approximately 6" x 6" x 11" to top of arrangement and requires 
next day shipping. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see order info page 
for Prop 65 warning.

#21206 | $108

(b) HEART OF GOLD CAMO BAG
Understated camouflage is delightfully decorated with an eye-catching 
gold heart for this season’s fiercest accessory. With a sturdy canvas outer, 
3 interior pockets, and a 3-snap closure, unlined handbag measures 
approximately 15" x 10" x 7" with a 6" drop and arrives packaged in  
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21220 | $258

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )
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(e) EMBROIDERED MERMAID PAJAMAS
Sea sirens call her to sweet dreams of rest and relaxation. 100% cotton 
pajamas are embroidered with a variety of adorable mermaids on a button 
front long sleeve top and drawstring elastic waistband pants with pockets. 
Pajamas are available in women’s sizes small, medium, large, and extra 
large and arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#18651 | small | $278

#18652 | medium | $278

#18653 | large | $278

#21116 | extra large | $278

(a) ANYA BREEZE KIMONO
With gorgeous paisley designs on a crème background, our Anya Breeze 
Kimono is accented with eye-catching multicolored threads. Woven of the 
softest fibers with an open design, women's one size fits most kimono 
measures approximately 36" from collar to hem and arrives gift wrapped in 
a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26516 | $168

(b) LARAMIE HORN BANGLES
Crafted of conscientiously collected horn, our bangles are full of natural 
character. Studded with crystalline accents, set of 3 bangles adds rustic 
charm to her look. Laramie Horn Bangles each measure approximately 
2 ¾" in diameter and arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon. Natural variation in size and color will occur.

#26523 | set of 3 | $138

(c) MONIQUE
An exotic gathering, Monique boldly juxtaposes billowy blooms and 
textured botanicals with a majestic succulent to create an evocative beauty. 
Featuring an array of regal purples, Monique is arranged in a dark stained 
wood box, measures approximately 7" x 7" x 11" to top of arrangement, and 
requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see order 
info page for Prop 65 warning.

#11457 | $108

(d) PARASOL PLATES
Beachgoers lounge beneath the shade of oversized umbrellas on our 
Parasol Plates. Crafted of ceramic and decorated with complementary 
designs, set of 4 plates evokes the feeling of summertime all year round. 
Each plate measures approximately 8" in diameter and the set arrives gift 
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26509 | set of 4 plates | $108

(f ) MONTAGE FLEUR SCARF
A collage of bold designs complements every stylish ensemble. Woven of 
soft, slightly sheer wool with a touch of silk, our lightweight Montage Fleur 
Scarf has whimsically oversized floral patterns and frayed edge detailing. 
Scarf measures approximately 28" x 76" and arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26536 | $164

enlarged to show detail

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )
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(c) GOLDEN SERPENTINE VASE
Display your favorite florals like never before with our distinguished Golden 
Serpentine Vase. Three sections, each with three glass tubes, swing on 
hinges to beautifully showcase your own flowers. Nine glass tubes rest 
gracefully in a gold-tone metal base that measures approximately 7 ½" tall 
by 19" long when extended. Vase arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift 
wrap with ribbon.

#18576 | $88

(c)

(d) WILDFLOWER ESTATE MAT
For the homeowner who always welcomes a few more florals. Painterly 
wildflowers blossom on a subtle green background for an unforgettable 
statement. Made of natural coconut coir, estate mat measures approximately 
18" x 40" and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin 
bow. If natural shedding occurs, a simple shake will do.

#18582 | $74

(d)
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(b) “LOVED”  THROW
One simple word says it all. Proudly showcasing the word “loved” on 
the front, our two-tone grey and white blanket is perfect for cuddling 
up together. Woven of invitingly soft fine-combed cotton, “Loved” Throw 
measures approximately 42" x 60" and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® 
gift wrap with ribbon.

#21193 | $138

(a) DELANCY CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
Our artful Delancy Champagne Flutes make any occasion a memorable 
celebration. Organic in form, each sleek yet sturdy 8 oz. flute is hand 
crafted from thick recycled glass, giving each its own unique charm. 
Glasses each measure approximately 10" tall by 2 ½" in diameter and sets 
come gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#7549 | set of 2 flutes | $98

#7671 | set of 4 flutes | $168

“Summer
days set the

scene for dreamy
gatherings.”

(a)

(b)

CHARM
provincial

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) MODERN SALT & PEPPER MILLS
Elegantly crafted of wood, our Modern Salt & Pepper Mills are paired with 
coarse sea salt and mixed peppercorns to add a touch of refinement to 
every meal. Wooden mills measure approximately 6" tall and arrive gift 
wrapped together with salt and pepper in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon.

#26553 | $104

(c) CHATEAU CHAMPAGNE SABER
Send a traditional keepsake to mark life’s greatest celebrations! To 
uniquely highlight memorable occasions, our Chateau Champagne Saber 
is crafted of steel complemented by a polished wood handle. Complete with 
a wood storage box, saber measures approximately 16 ½" long and arrives 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#26498 | $224

(d) WALTON SALAD BOWL SET
Our Walton Salad Bowl Set is a contemporary take on a classic gift. Crafted 
of beautiful acacia wood, our 11" diameter bowl has a food safe lining. 
Accompanied by a pair of gorgeous 12" tall wood servers that can stand  
on their own, set arrives packaged together in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap 
with ribbon.

#26541 | salad bowl & 2 wood servers | $148

(e) MOD STEMLESS WINE GLASSES
A subtle flourish gives each of our Mod Stemless Wine Glasses individual 
character. Masterfully crafted of glass with swirls, riffles, and dots, our 
14 oz. wine glasses are perfect for savoring every last sip. Measuring 
approximately 4" tall, set of 6 glasses arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® 
gift wrap with ribbon.

#26517 | set of 6 glasses | $144

(b) FARMHOUSE FLEUR
With a bundle of bright farm fresh blooms, everything becomes sunny. A 
bouquet of vivid golden, auburn, chartreuse, and rouge blooms accented 
with textural foliage and berries comes expertly arranged in a dark 
stained hand crafted wood box. Farmhouse Fleur measures approximately 
7" x 7" x 9" to top of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains 
floral foam; CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#4777 | $98

Fresh from the Farmhouse

(f )

(b)

(c)

(d)(a)

(f ) ITALIAN MARKET SNACKS
Indulge in the fresh flavors of Italy. A gourmet collection of farmhouse 
cheese, rustic crackers, salami, basil pesto, bruschetta spread,  
mixed nuts, and handmade sea salt caramels comes gift wrapped  
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a signature 
Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon. 

#7570 | crate | $98 #22196 | tote | $98

(d)
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(d) ART DECO CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
The spirit of the Roaring Twenties makes a return in our Art Deco 
Champagne Flutes. Exquisite glassware features uniquely etched patterns 
to make every toast a memorable celebration. Each 6 oz. flute measures 
approximately 10" tall and the set of 4 arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® 
gift wrap with ribbon.

#21169 | set of 4 flutes | $98

(d)
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(c) TASTES FOR EVERYONE 
From cheeses and crackers to nuts, spicy salsa, and a bit of chocolate, 
everyone is sure to find a favorite treat to devour. Petite includes tortilla 
chips, roasted salsa, white chocolate pretzels, mixed nuts, and chocolate 
almond bark. Medium also includes salami, farmhouse cheese, rosemary 
crisps, and cinnamon toffee popcorn. Large (pictured) also includes milk 
chocolate pretzels, apricot jam, pistachios, shortbread cookies, and 
artichoke lemon pesto. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a signature Olive & Cocoa® 
canvas tote with ribbon. In the warmest weather, we will substitute any 
“meltables” with items of equal or greater value (and taste!).

#1230 | petite crate | $50

#1231 | medium crate | $98

#1232 | large crate | $158

#22154 | petite tote | $50

#22155 | medium tote | $98

#22156 | large tote | $158

(e) HAPPILY EVER AFTER THROW
Send them a reminder of love each and every day. Crafted in the USA in 
shades of grey and crème, throw features a confetti motif and the words 
“happily ever after.” Woven of a rich cotton blend with a grey reverse and 
measuring approximately 50" x 60", Happily Ever After Throw arrives 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#26476 | $298

(a) WOODLAND HEART WREATH
Welcome friends and neighbors with a message of love. Crafted of wood 
rounds arranged in the shape of a heart, wreath is easily hung from a loop 
on the back. Woodland Heart Wreath measures approximately 15" wide by 
16" tall and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#22247 | $64

(b) WELCOME HOME SUCCULENT
Bring the charm of home anywhere with a petite gathering of succulents. 
Expertly planted in a ceramic pot in the shape of a simplistic house, 
Welcome Home Succulent has rustic etched detailing. Measures 
approximately 5" square by 7" tall and requires 2nd day shipping.

#26577 | $58

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(e) BLOOM & BRANCH KIMONO
Blossoming on a snow white background, illustrative flowers and branches 
impart a peaceful ambiance. With a matching white belt and a shantung-
like feel, our Bloom & Branch Kimono is woven of silky fibers for a refined 
appearance. Women's one size fits most kimono measures approximately 
54" long from collar to hem and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#21282 | $254

(c) “LOVED” CIRCLE NECKLACE
A tiny word can say it all. Hand engraved with the word “loved,” a petite 
gold plated charm measuring approximately ½" in diameter hangs from  
a delicate gold filled chain with spring ring closure. Necklace measures  
18" in length and comes gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with 
ribbon. Also available in silver at oliveandcocoa.com.

#4905 | $124

enlarged to show detail

(b) PEWTER LEATHER TOTE
Our Pewter Leather Tote is a flawless balance of simplicity and 
sophistication. Crafted of buttery soft dark grey leather with matching 
handles, fabric lined handbag has a zip-top closure and 3 interior pockets. 
Tote measures approximately 13" x 13" x 4" with an 8" drop and arrives 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21182 | $158

(a) DACHSHUND SUCCULENT 
PLANTER
Adorably shaped and brimming with lively plants, our Dachshund Succulent 
Planter brings cheery personality to every room. Crafted of ceramic and 
filled with gem-tone succulents, planter arrives fully arranged and ready to 
display. Ceramic Dachshund Succulent measures approximately 15" long 
by 4" tall and requires 2nd day shipping.

#26576 | $88

(d) PEARL HOOP EARRINGS
Send her wearable luxury with our Pearl Hoop Earrings. Strung with a 
semi circle of lustrous pearls, 14-karat gold filled hoops have a simple wire 
closure. Earrings measure approximately 1 ¾" in diameter and arrive gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26538 | $128

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

“Share
gifts of grace

and beauty.”
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                                                     $0.01 to $25.00                                                                                                       $9

$25.01 to $50.00 $15

$50.01 to $75.00 $20

$75.01 to $100.00 $26

$100.01 to $150.00 $30

$150.01 to $200.00 $33

$200.01 and over 16%

OUR GUARANTEE: We unconditionally guarantee the presentation 
and quality of our gifts upon delivery. If a gift we've sent does not live up 
to these high standards, please contact us and we will re-send the gift 
with our compliments, or refund your purchase price, whichever you 
desire. Our cut flower arrangements are guaranteed to be fresh for 72 
hours after delivery.

CUSTOMER SERVICE & ORDERING:

SHIPPING & HANDLING: Same day shipping is usually available 
for orders received by 2PM (MT) M-F. S+H charges are based on product 
cost before any discounts. Please see item descriptions for special 
shipping requirements. A $10 charge per package will be applied to your 
credit card when incorrect or incomplete addresses are given. 

To better assist you, all calls to and from Olive & Cocoa® may be recorded  
for training purposes.

MAILING & EMAIL LISTS: We occasionally share portions of our 
mailing list with carefully selected companies. If you do not wish your 
mailing address to be shared, or do not wish to receive our catalogs or 
emails, please contact us by phone, email or mail. You may also click on 
the "unsubscribe" link on the bottom of any of email we send. Please see 
oliveandcocoa.com for complete Privacy Policy.

SUBSTITUTIONS: Because of the perishable and sometimes 
seasonal nature of many of our products, we reserve the right to make 
substitutions of items of equal or greater value as necessary to ensure 
timely delivery of your gifts. 

SHIPPING CHARGES 
PER US ADDRESS

$19

$29

$33

$38

$41

$47

24%

STANDARD TWO DAY NEXT DAY

$30

$39

$45

$50

$54

$59

29%

SURCHARGES: Next Day AM delivery, add $5. Next Day Saturday
delivery, add $15. Alaska and Hawaii will take additional time, add $15.
Certain large items require a shipping surcharge, which is specified next 
to the item price. Surcharges are in addition to shipping charges.

®

PAYMENT: We accept all major credit cards. When ordering, you 
authorize Olive & Cocoa® to charge your credit card. We do not accept 
credit cards through email or fax. We do not accept payment by personal 
check. Please see oliveandcocoa.com for complete Terms of Sale.

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CA RESIDENTS:

Phone: 800.538.5404 Fax: 801.433.5008
Email: customerservice@oliveandcocoa.com
Web: oliveandcocoa.com
Mail: 6345 W 300 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84104

WARNING: Cancer -
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ORDERING INFORMATION

©2009-2022 Olive & Cocoa, LLC. OLIVE & COCOA is a registered trademark in the 
United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, and the European Union. All 
rights reserved. Descriptive or typographical errors are subject to correction. We 
reserve the right to change items, prices, or policies at any time and without notice.
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(b) LULU LAMB & BLANKIE
Cozy cuddling sends baby straight to sweet sleep. A fuzzy sheep snuggles 
next to baby to keep them company while a luxurious ivory colored 
reversible chamois blanket wraps them up tight. Sheep measures 
approximately 13" long, blanket measures 30" x 36", and both come gift 
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#2015 | $94

(c) BLOSSOMING BABY CRATE
Enjoy charting baby's growth with our special welcome crate. Set includes 
a flower covered 36" x 40" cotton swaddle, a 10" long lilac doll, and cards 
that denote baby's age up to 1 year old to photograph with baby and show 
how much they've grown. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#26573 | swaddle, doll & cards | $128

(d) PINK PAPILLON & SWADDLE
As beautiful as a real butterfly, but so much better at snuggling. Our 
darling Pink Papillon is paired with a cotton swaddle decorated with a 
colorful kaleidoscope of butterflies. Pink Papillon measures approximately 
12" wide by 10" tall, swaddle measures 46" x 48", and both arrive gift 
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21234 | $98

(a) AIR PLANT GARDEN
Elevated by a wood base, our gorgeous ceramic potager is overflowing with 
a variety of the most fascinating air plants. Expertly arranged and ready to 
display, Air Plant Garden is a stunning showpiece that's wonderfully easy  
to care for. Measures approximately 6" in diameter by 8" tall. 

#26582 | $114

LOVE
touch of

(b)

(c) (d)

(a)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) SKIPPY DOG KIDS’ CHAIR
Welcoming, cozy, and just the right size, our Skippy Dog Kids' Chair is 
designed especially for little ones. With a fuzzy, soft structure, chair is 
recommended for children 12–36 months. Chair measures approximately 
21" wide by 21" deep by 19" tall and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature 
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#23201 | $114

(b) GREEN GATOR & BLANKIE
From the finest swamps comes a most sophisticated gator. Dressed in 
coordinating shades of emerald with a stylish bandana, Green Gator is 
accompanied by a soft knit blanket bearing the resemblance of a few 
relatives. Gator measures approximately 18" long, cotton blankie measures 
34" x 42", and both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#26556 | $134

(c) TOTS “GONE FISHING” CRATE
The joy of fishing starts here! Our felt “Gone Fishing” set includes a 
magnetic fishing rod and plenty of fish to get them hooked on angling. 
Including the fabric fixings for a peanut butter sandwich lunch, set is paired 
with the book “Down by the River” that tells the story of a grandpa sharing 
his love of fly fishing. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#26555 | $118

(e) “DADDY HUG” STORYBOOK & LION
Scruffy, strong, and tender are attributes of fathers at home as well 
as those in the animal kingdom. Charmingly illustrated, “Daddy Hug” 
storybook comes with a fuzzy lion with an extra long tail. Lion measures 
approximately 7" tall by 14" long including tail and arrives gift wrapped 
together with storybook in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21237 | $98

(d) CUDDLE DOG & SWADDLE
An adorably huggable companion, ultra soft Cuddle Dog is filled with 
lavender-scented grains and can be warmed in the microwave to become 
extra snuggly and soothing. A cozy cotton swaddle with a colorful print of 
dogs at play completes this darling set. Dog measures 14" long, swaddle 
measures 47" square, and both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#15674 | $94

(f ) MUSICAL ELEPHANT & SWADDLE
With a gentle windup, our sweet musical elephant delights baby with 
a classic lullaby. Fuzzy, cuddly, and supremely soft, elephant features 
embroidered eyes and striped details and is paired with a coordinating 
grey and white striped cotton muslin swaddle. Elephant measures 
approximately 11" from trunk to tail, swaddle measures 47" square, and 
both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#15672 | $98

(f )

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

“Cuddly friends 
bring miles 
of smiles.”

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(d) MONOGRAMMED CORNHOLE SET
Elevate your lawn game with our exclusive Monogrammed Cornhole Set 
featuring two hand painted boards, each with a large initial and name of 
your choice, and eight bags—four grey, four black. Custom set arrives 
adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Custom Cornhole 
Set takes approximately 10 business days to create. Free personalization. 
Ground shipping only.

#16405 | $548

(e) AMALFI STRIPED DOOR MAT 
Vibrant colors in an array of bright stripes bring a warm summer welcome. 
Made from natural coconut coir, our Amalfi Striped Door Mat is extra thick 
and can be kept clean with a simple shake. Mat measures 18" x 30" and 
arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Natural 
shedding may occur.

#4779 | $68

GAMES
fun &

(b) EUROPEAN TAPAS CRATE
Bring the delicious savory flavors of European style tapas to your very own 
table. A gourmet collection of ready-to-eat sourdough bruschetta crackers, 
artisan salami, fire grilled mixed vegetable antipasti, artichoke tomato 
bruschetta spread, farmhouse cheese and sweet toasted pecans comes 
paired with a beautiful hand crafted wooden serving board. Comes gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#8125 | $124

(b)

(d)

(e)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(a) “GAME ON” SOCKS & TRIVIA
He'll love sporting these playful socks on the go and during the game. 
Including a fun sports trivia game, set includes stretchy cotton blend socks 
decorated with basketballs, baseballs, and footballs. Three pairs of men's 
one size fits most socks arrive gift wrapped together with trivia game in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21659 | 3 pairs of socks & game | $98

(c) CAMP TASSEL PILLOW
A stylish nod to cabin chic, our Camp Tassel Pillow features cotton loops in 
shades of mossy green and dusty chartreuse complemented with tassels 
on each corner. Measuring approximately 14" x 28" with a green canvas 
reverse, pillow arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa®  
satin bow.

#26545 | $84

(a)

(c)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(f ) HIGH TIDE SOCK CRATE
He’s sure to make waves in our nautical themed socks. Spun from the 
softest cotton blend, cozy socks pay homage to the ocean with colorful 
graphics including bright crabs, blue fin tuna, spouting whales, and 
breaking waves. Four pairs arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#16390 | 4 pairs of socks | $98

(e) RIDE OF A LIFETIME CRATE
It’s a beautiful world, encourage your cyclist to get out and see it. The “Epic 
Bike Rides of the World” book catalogs breathtaking treks from pedaling 
across Patagonia to sprinting through South Africa’s Cape Town. To grease 
the gears, we’ve included four 10 oz. rocks glasses—each etched with an 
iconic bike. Book and glasses arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#11429 | book & 4 glasses | $164

26

(b) SEDONA WAXED CANVAS HAT
Ready for where the journey takes him, our Sedona Waxed Canvas Hat is 
fit for any adventurous gentleman. Ruggedly handsome, this durable hat 
made from waxed cotton canvas features a shapeable 3" brim that offers 
wonderful sun shade, an interior sweatband, and an adjustable leather chin 
strap with wood bead toggle. Hat is available in men’s sizes medium and 
large, measures 12 ½" in diameter, and comes packaged in Olive & Cocoa® 
gift wrap with ribbon.

#9398 | men's medium | $84

#9388 | men's large | $84

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(d) FAIRWAY GOLF CRATE
Ready your golfer for greatness. Inspire with “Golf Courses: Fairways of the 
World" featuring over 200 photographs of venues from Scotland’s venerable 
St. Andrews Old Course to South Africa’s adventurous Leopard Creek 
Country Club. Also included are “lucky” socks (men’s one size fits most), 
and a clip-on leather caddy holding two ball markers, a pitch mark tool, 
four wooden tees, and an 8 oz stainless steel flask. All arrive gift wrapped 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#14785 | $118

(a) ONYX TUMBLERS & CARDS
Designed exclusively for the gentleman who expects quality. Set includes 
a premium deck of playing cards and a pair of 8.5 oz. onyx hued ceramic 
tumblers. Measuring approximately 3 ½" tall, tumblers arrive gift wrapped 
together with playing cards in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26554 | $94

(c) BLACKFISH GENTLEMAN’S SPA 
CRATE
Treat him to a little self care with a spa collection just for him. Our 
Blackfish Gentleman's Spa Crate includes a premium sea bream soap on 
a rope, a pumice stone, oatmeal hand cream, and a sisal body scrubbing 
towel. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon.

#26571 | $158

“Send him 
adventuring 
in style with 
a gift that 
reflects his 

passions.”

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )
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(a) SKINNY SAM
Oh, the stories he could tell! Everyone’s favorite dandy looks ever dapper  
in top hat, gingham, and stripes. Featuring a detailed, hand painted face 
and fabric body with weighted bottom to sit upright, Skinny Sam measures 
44" tall and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#16324 | $114

(b) TASTEFUL FAVORITES
Send a delectable selection of shareable snacks! Our Tasteful Favorites 
crate includes Swedish fish, jelly beans, artisan crackers, green onion 
cheese, trail mix, and churro pretzels. Medium adds caramel almond 
popcorn, salami, and gouda Moon Cheese. Large adds strawberry licorice, 
mixed nuts, dill mustard, and pepper jack Moon Cheese. Each size arrives 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21240 | small | $54

#21239 | medium | $98

#21238 | large (pictured) | $144

(a)

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(d) PEACE SNACK BOWL
An everyday reminder that peace begins at home. Crafted of ceramic 
in a white finish accented with cobalt blue, our Peace Snack Bowl has 
four compartments that are ideal for shareable treats. Bowl measures 
approximately 14" in diameter by 2 ½" tall and arrives packaged in  
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#26520 | $88

(c) LIBERTY BELLE FLEUR
Celebrate the season with an extraordinary gathering of red, white, and 
blue blossoms. Ready to display in a reusable decorative bucket, Liberty 
Belle Fleur is a grand summertime showpiece. Measuring approximately  
8" in diameter by 12" to top of arrangement, Liberty Belle Fleur requires 
next day shipping. Contains floral foam; CA residents, see order info page 
for Prop 65 warning.

#26562 | $174

(e) MINI UNCLE SAM
Patriotic from head to toe, Mini Uncle Sam features a hand painted face, a 
star spangled outfit, and a miniature old glory flag. Weighted to sit upright 
and measuring approximately 15" long, Mini Uncle Sam arrives packaged 
in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#23199 | $64

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(e) TAHOE BREEZE KIMONO
Lovely and lightweight gossamer-like threads are woven in red, white, and 
blue to complement her entire summer wardrobe. With an open front and 
side stitched sleeves, kimono is women’s one size fits most, measures 
approximately 36" long from collar to hem, and arrives gift wrapped in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#21215 | $108

(f ) KAYENTA COWGIRL HAT
Ride off into the sunset with our chic and easy-to-pack woven straw hat. 
Natural fibers and soft construction maintain the shape while a flexible wire 
brim allows for individual styling. Featuring a natural straw bow accent, 
interior sweatband, and generous 3 ½" brim, hat is women’s one size fits 
most and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#16382 | $88

“Red, white
and

beautiful.”

(a) PERFECT BLUE BANDANA SCARF
Patterned after the classic paisley of traditional bandanas, our scarf adds 
a chic touch to an everyday favorite. Woven of lightweight cotton in shades 
of denim and ivory, Perfect Blue Bandana Scarf features tassels at each 
corner. Scarf measures approximately 35" x 70" and arrives gift wrapped in 
a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26537 | $78

(b) FESTIVE SUMMER TREATS CRATE
Summer fun is here! Saltwater taffy, gouda Moon Cheese, churro pretzels, 
trail mix, and Swedish fish are packed with coordinating napkins and an  
8" long decorative firecracker mini piñata for loads of festive fun. All arrive 
gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26522 | $94

(c) JULIENNE FLEUR
Brightest reds, creamiest whites, and richest blues light up the room like 
fireworks! A midsummer night’s celebration, Julienne Fleur highlights the 
beauty of freshly picked stems. Measuring approximately 8" x 5" x 8" to top 
of arrangement, Julienne Fleur requires next day shipping. Contains floral 
foam; CA residents, see order info page for Prop 65 warning.

#21208 | $124

(d) LIBERTY SPA CRATE
Share a collection that gives her the freedom to relax. Set includes an 
American flag bar soap, an "Unwind" bath cube, sea breeze hand cream, 
sisal body scrubber, stretchy stars & stripes socks, and 3 old fashioned 
lollipops. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon. 

#26558 | $114

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )
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(d) RODEO DRIVE SUN HAT
Crafted of flexible raffia with a brim that can be shaped or rolled to fit her 
own style, our Rodeo Drive Sun Hat is equally ready for a garden party or 
a lakeside stroll. Featuring a secret credit card pocket and an adjustable 
interior tie, hat measures approximately 16" in diameter and arrives 
packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#18592 | $174

(b) SLATE LEATHER TOTE
Simply superb, our Slate Leather Tote wonderfully contrasts a noir bottom 
and handles with an eye-catching textured upper. This unstructured 
bag features a raw interior with a leather drop pocket and measures 
approximately 15" x 14" x 3" with a 9" drop. Arrives packaged in  
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#11585 | $158

(a) CZECH GLASS NECKLACES
Shades of teal and azure come together for an effortless layered look. 
Beautiful worn together or separately, our pair of necklaces is crafted of 
Czech glass beads hand knotted on a sturdy cord. With gilt lobster clasp 
closures, each necklace measures approximately 36" long and the set 
arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26539 | set of 2 | $118

(c) ZEN GARDEN SUCCULENT
An oasis of simplistic beauty, our wonderfully balanced array of succulents 
sprout from lush moss to bring a bit of calm to home, work, or the outdoors. 
Arranged in a distressed metallic potager, Zen Garden Succulent measures 
approximately 7 ¼" in diameter and 11" tall. Requires 2nd day shipping.

#11604 | $78

STYLE
classic

(d)

“One lovely, 
luxe accent 

brings 
everything 
into focus.”

(a)

(b)

(c)

item in image smaller than actual size
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(a) PRESERVED SUNFLOWER WREATH
Real preserved sunflowers showcase the magical intersection of summer 
and autumn. Our Preserved Sunflower Wreath hangs from a woven twig 
backing, measures approximately 18" in diameter, and arrives with a 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Keep wreath from direct sunlight to 
preserve coloring. Wreath takes approximately 10 business days to create. 

#18779 | $158

800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com800.538.5404 | oliveandcocoa.com

(e) GOLDEN HIVE ESTATE MAT
Rich hues of goldenrod are accented by stylistic green leaves and 
honeybees to make every entrance an event. Crafted of natural coconut 
coir fibers, Golden Hive Estate Mat measures approximately 18" x 40" and 
arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. If natural 
shedding occurs, a simple shake will do.

#22264  | $74

(c) SUCCULENT FROG
A happy little frog filled with exotic looking succulent plants adds charm 
and character to any home or patio. Hardy and easy to care for, this little 
guy comes fully planted and ready for display. Succulent Frog measures 
approximately 6" x 6" x 5" and requires 2nd day shipping.

#1923 | $50

(b) PEACE & LOVE COOKIE CRATE
Send a crate filled with sweet sentiments for all to share. Decorated with 
hearts, peace signs, and flowers, our deliciously thick sugar cookies are 
iced with decadent candy-like frosting. Six big cookies and four small daisy 
cookies arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26584 | $74

(d) BOTANICAL WIND CHIMES
Mimicking the characteristic beauty of fern fossils, our Botanical Wind 
Chimes sing with the passing breeze. Hand crafted of ceramic and 
accented with contrasting beads, 3 unique wind chimes hang from sturdy 
adjustable strings. Measuring approximately 3", 5", and 8" tall, wind chimes 
arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26521 | set of 3 | $158

PATIO
on the

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)
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(a) HIGH TIDE SOCK 
CRATE
He’s sure to make waves in our nautical themed 
socks. Spun from the softest cotton blend, cozy 
socks pay homage to the ocean with colorful 
graphics including bright crabs, blue fin tuna, 
spouting whales, and breaking waves. Four 
pairs arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#16390 | 4 pairs of socks | $98
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Father’s Day
is Sunday,
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